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Cast of Characters 
 
JASMINE: A woman in her early 30s. Jasmine is fiercely loyal, loving and 

thoughtful. She has a playfulness that only those close to her 
are privy to. 

 
FINN: A woman in her early 30s. Finn is a mouthy, jaded, dyke who 

protects herself with her quick wit. She is pragmatic, 
understanding, ethical and open-minded (if a little hot under the 
collar). 

 
TARA: A woman in her early 30s. Is a bisexual woman experimenting 

with heterosexuality. Though naïve at times, Tara is smart, 
sarcastic and resourceful. 

 
BRI: A woman in her early 30s. Is a clever, passionate, well-read, 

radical lesbian feminist. She is disgruntled by conformity and the 
queer community’s interest in it. Bri is prone to speaking without 
thinking but at her core is kind, generous and really tries to 
accommodate ideologies that differ from hers. 

 
GEORGE: A French woman in her early 30s. George is cut from the same 

political cloth as Bri but is a little more romantic. She’s an 
idealist with a penchant for alternative medicines, ideas and 
frameworks. She’s a bit of a kook but has a rational side as well.  

 
KELLY: A woman in her early 30s. Deeply troubled by capitalism and 

conservatism but nonetheless enslaved by the normative 
narrative of motherhood. She wants to procreate and is not 
interested in reflexivity on this topic. 

 
THE BED: A mattress, a meeting place, a fortress, a sanctuary, a place to 

speak, a place to sleep, a place to fuck, a place to dream. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The	personal	is	political	for	these	characters.	As	such,	it	is	important	that	
the	casting	of	this	play	reflects	the	communities	in	which	we	live.	Actors	of	
culturally	and	linguistically	diverse	(CALD)	backgrounds,	actors	who	are	
black,	indigenous	or	people	of	colour	(BIPOC),	actors	with	a	lived	
experience	of	lesbian	or	bisexual	identity,	and	actors	of	all	shapes	and	sizes	
should	be	encouraged	and	considered.	When	casting	an	actor	of	a	specific	
ethnicity	or	cultural	background	it	is	recommended	that	the	production	
engage	in	dramaturgy	of	the	script	to	reflect	this. 
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ACT ONE 
 
 

SCENE ONE 
 

An early Sunday morning in a share-house bedroom in Sydney, 2016. 
 
The bedroom is in a general state of disarray. Reminiscent of Tracey Emin’s 
artwork My Bed. The length of the bed is against the wall. A cupboard stands 
opposite the bed. Torn posters cover the walls. Various clothes and 
belongings are strewn on the floor. Jewellery, empty beer bottles and dirty 
wine glasses litter the bedside table.  
 
If performed on a stage, a corridor runs alongside the bedroom. Certain action 
can take place in the corridor. If performed in an actual bedroom all action is 
limited to the bed/bedroom. 
 
JASMINE and FINN walk into the bedroom after a night out together.  
JASMINE and FINN put down their bags and take off their shoes. 

 
JASMINE: Fuck! 
 
FINN: Fuck? 
 
JASMINE: I left my ring on the bar! 
 
FINN: Jasmine!  
 
JASMINE: I know!  
 
FINN: Why was it on the bar? 
 
JASMINE: I was spinning it. 
 
FINN: I swear, you play with your jewellery more than you wear it. 
 
JASMINE: I know. Damn. I liked that ring. 
 
FINN: Me too. [Beat] Well that’ll teach you to spin your ring. 
 
JASMINE: Spin me. 
 
FINN: Spin you? 
 
JASMINE: Spin me. Like this. 
 

JASMINE takes FINN’s hand and twirls her. Pulls her towards her as 
though they are to start a waltz. There is heat but the kiss lingers in the 
air. Neither acts on it. 
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FINN: Oh. I see. Like this. 
 

FINN spins JASMINE. They return to each other’s embrace. They 
laugh. 

 
JASMINE: Hey? 
 
FINN: Yeah. 
 
JASMINE: Did you have a yo-yo when you were a kid? 

 
FINN: Yeah. 
 
JASMINE: Were you any good? 
 
FINN: I could walk the dog. Why? 
 
JASMINE: This boy at Redfern Station today was playing with a yo-yo.  
 
FINN: And? 
 
JASMINE: He was really good. 

 
FINN: How interesting.  

 
JASMINE: Finn, you don’t understand. He was so ridiculously good that I… I 
wondered if it had a motor. He was walking the dog – I think – and, and… a 
million other tricks I don’t know the name of. He kept it moving while doing the 
most outrageous things with it. And when it did stop, he could start it spinning 
again with a flick of his wrist, he didn’t have to wind it back up and drop it 
down. The bit that tripped me out, though, was that no one was watching. He 
was captivatingly skilled and, and… no one was captivated. 
 

FINN stares at JASMINE with a tenderness laced with carnality. 
 
FINN: Your wrist makes me spin. 
 
JASMINE: Are you even listening to me? 
 

FINN nods. 
 
JASMINE: I’m having a very real existential crisis here about people’s 
attention. 
 
FINN: And I’m having an equally real existential crisis about wanting you to 
kiss me. 
 
JASMINE: Is that right? 
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JASMINE kisses FINN tenderly. JASMINE takes the lead and 
JASMINE and FINN begin to fuck. However this is staged, it is clear to 
the audience that JASMINE is topping FINN. It is also clear there is 
heat between these women. 

 
FINN: [Moans] Jasmine. 
 

TARA walks in, rummages on the bedside table until she finds a packet 
of cigarettes, helps herself, lights up, sits down at the end of the bed 
smoking, ashing into an empty beer bottle. FINN and JASMINE 
continue to fuck for a few drags of TARA’s cigarette before realising 
she’s in the room. 

 
JASMINE: Tara? 
 
FINN: Jesus, Tara, can’t you see we’re busy? 
 

JASMINE and FINN pause their fuck but don’t entirely disentangle their 
bodies, hoping TARA will leave and they can resume. 

 
TARA: I can see Jasmine’s busy, I can see you… well… not doing an awful 
lot. 
 
FINN: Fuck off, Tara. I won’t have any bottom judgement from you; you lazy 
shit. 
 

TARA’s phone beeps. She looks at it anxiously but ignores it. 
 
TARA: Come on, you can get off later. I need you. 
 
FINN: No, you needed my cigarettes. You’ve got them. Now go. 
 

FINN says this but knows that JASMINE will do anything for TARA and 
realises that this means their fuck is over. She’s shitty but has gleaned 
that TARA isn’t okay so tries to temper her frustration. JASMINE lets 
go of FINN. FINN reassembles herself does up buttons etc. JASMINE 
wipes her hand on her shirt. They position themselves cross-legged on 
the bed to hear what TARA has to say. 

 
JASMINE: Are you okay, hon? 
 
TARA: Yeah. 
 
JASMINE: I’d really rather you smoked outside. 
 

TARA continues to smoke. TARA and JASMINE exchange looks; 
JASMINE more pleading than annoyed, TARA more entreating than 
defiant. TARA’s phone beeps again. TARA ignores it. 

 
TARA: Jasmine? 
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JASMINE: What’s wrong? 
 
TARA: What if I’m actually gay? 
 
JASMINE: What do you mean? 
 
TARA: There were blue hydrangeas in a vase in the bathroom, and all I could 
think about was litmus tests, year eight science, and Miss Lawrence’s legs, in 
that order. What did blue mean again? pH seven or something right? Do you 
think it means I miss women?  
 
FINN: I’ll go make tea. 
 

FINN leaves the stage. 
 

JASMINE: Grant. 
 

TARA’s phone beeps again. She turns it over. 
 
TARA: What? 
 
JASMINE: Mrs Grant. 
 
TARA: Come again? 
 
JASMINE: She got married when we were in year ten, remember? She 
changed her name, the stupid normative dupe. And, Tara? [Beat] You’re 
clearly not gay. 
 

FINN returns with the tea. She stands in the doorway and hears TARA 
deliver her next line.  

 
TARA: But… in high school I always felt like… 
 
JASMINE: I remember. 
 
TARA: And I still… 
 
FINN: [Interrupts] The hydrangea is blue if the soil is acidic and pink if the soil 
is basic. The opposite of litmus paper. And sometimes I’m not even convinced 
you’re bisexual. You just like watching Orange is the New Black. That’s a 
trash addiction. It’s not a sexuality. 
 
TARA: God you’re a jerk. 
 
FINN: It’s just that… 
 
TARA: [Interrupts] It’s not trash. 
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	Cast of Characters
	ACT ONE
	SCENE ONE
	An early Sunday morning in a share-house bedroom in Sydney, 2016.
	JASMINE: Fuck!
	FINN: Fuck?
	JASMINE: I left my ring on the bar!
	FINN: Jasmine!
	JASMINE: I know!
	FINN: Why was it on the bar?
	JASMINE: I was spinning it.
	FINN: I swear, you play with your jewellery more than you wear it.
	JASMINE: I know. Damn. I liked that ring.
	FINN: Me too. [Beat] Well that’ll teach you to spin your ring.
	JASMINE: Spin me.
	FINN: Spin you?
	JASMINE: Spin me. Like this.
	FINN: Oh. I see. Like this.
	JASMINE: Hey?
	FINN: Yeah.
	JASMINE: Did you have a yo-yo when you were a kid?
	FINN: Yeah.
	JASMINE: Were you any good?
	FINN: I could walk the dog. Why?
	FINN: How interesting.
	FINN stares at JASMINE with a tenderness laced with carnality.
	FINN: Your wrist makes me spin.
	JASMINE: Are you even listening to me?
	FINN nods.
	JASMINE: Is that right?
	FINN: [Moans] Jasmine.
	JASMINE: Tara?
	FINN: Jesus, Tara, can’t you see we’re busy?
	FINN: Fuck off, Tara. I won’t have any bottom judgement from you; you lazy shit.
	TARA’s phone beeps. She looks at it anxiously but ignores it.
	TARA: Come on, you can get off later. I need you.
	FINN: No, you needed my cigarettes. You’ve got them. Now go.
	JASMINE: Are you okay, hon?
	TARA: Yeah.
	JASMINE: I’d really rather you smoked outside.
	TARA: Jasmine?
	JASMINE: What’s wrong?
	TARA: What if I’m actually gay?
	JASMINE: What do you mean?
	FINN: I’ll go make tea.
	FINN leaves the stage.
	JASMINE: Grant.
	TARA’s phone beeps again. She turns it over.
	TARA: What?
	JASMINE: Mrs Grant.
	TARA: Come again?
	TARA: But… in high school I always felt like…
	JASMINE: I remember.
	TARA: And I still…
	TARA: [Interrupts] It’s not trash.
	FINN: It really is.
	TARA: Fuck off Finn, it’s a great show. And of course I’m bi, don’t patronise me. I’m not in the mood.
	TARA: I… Well… I… [BRI enters] Hi Bri.
	FINN: Hey stranger.
	JASMINE smiles warmly at BRI. TARA tries to. BRI sees TARA’s face.
	BRI: Shit. What’s up?
	TARA: Nothing.
	BRI: Really?
	TARA: Really.
	BRI: Horseshit.
	TARA: What are you doing here at this time of night?
	FINN: You mean morning.
	BRI: I’ve left Kel, can I move back in?
	TARA: Where did you leave her?
	BRI: Not funny.
	JASMINE: Again?
	FINN: Where are you going to sleep? George has your room now.
	BRI: I thought maybe I could sleep in the living room, just for a while.
	BRI: Yeah, I’m not so sure this time.
	FINN: She takes her chakras very seriously but otherwise she’s lovely.
	BRI: Don’t shit on chakras! Mine tell me things all the time.
	TARA: Oh, and last week she brought home a cat.
	BRI: What do you mean? Like from a pet store?
	FINN: No, a neighbourhood cat.
	JASMINE: They met on one of her walks.
	TARA: She said it followed her home.
	JASMINE: They talked the whole way.
	FINN: They just clicked, you know?
	TARA: So much in common.
	FINN: They’d known each other in a past life, you see.
	JASMINE: She named her Meow-sy.
	BRI: Did you?
	TARA: Hell no, we made her ring the number on the collar and take her back.
	BRI: So, it wasn’t a stray? She stole someone’s cat?
	TARA: They clicked, Bri! It was karmic.
	TARA: Wait, she doesn’t like the term owners, remember?
	JASMINE: You’ll like her, Bri. She’s really loving. Really…
	BRI: Loopy?
	JASMINE: Whimsical.
	TARA’s phone beeps again. She ignores it and lights another of FINN’s cigarettes.
	BRI: [To TARA] What happened tonight?
	TARA continues to smoke anxiously for a few beats.
	FINN: [Answers for TARA] She went out with an arse.
	BRI: Oh.
	TARA: I didn’t know he was an arse. He’s a… he’s a TV star.
	JASMINE: Tara, a contestant on Sale of the Century is not a TV star.
	BRI: Ugh, revolting, so he thinks he’s smart too?
	FINN: I think TV star is an oxymoron. No one watches TV anymore.
	BRI: Who would do that? Does he think it’s funny? Can I see it?
	I guess it is kind of funny.
	TARA: I thought so too.
	GEORGE runs in, a little tipsy.
	GEORGE: I’m in love!
	TARA: [Spits her tea] You’re what now?
	TARA: God lesbians are weird.
	FINN: I’m impressed. Science and hyperbole.
	TARA: I never want to see this movie.
	FINN: Champagne? Then it is love.
	JASMINE: Where is she then? What are you doing here?
	GEORGE: She said she wants to take things slowly.
	FINN: I’m sorry, George.
	GEORGE: Oh… you think?
	TARA: Am I missing something? I mean. Slow sounds nice… right?
	JASMINE: Lesbians don’t know the meaning of slow.
	TARA looks confused.
	TARA: You did not.
	TARA: Ugh. Ew.
	FINN: You know what I mean.
	BRI: Or not done, as the case seems to be.
	GEORGE: Oi! Who are you anyway?
	GEORGE: What grandchildren?
	BRI: Metaphorical grandchildren.
	FINN and JASMINE: [In unison] We’re not monogamous!
	JASMINE: And we’re sure as hell not married. Ew.
	BRI: You live together. Might as well be.
	FINN: Monogamous or married?
	BRI: Both.
	FINN: Pot-kettle, Bri.
	BRI: Yeah, well, not anymore.
	BRI snatches FINN’s tea again and takes another sip.
	Fuck this tea. I need a drink. Is there any beer in the fridge?
	GEORGE: Oh, they broke up?
	TARA: Yeah, they do that.
	JASMINE: Sorry we didn’t run it past you. She’s sort of family.
	BRI returns with beers for everyone. Hands them out.
	GEORGE: To sort-of-family.
	ALL: To sort-of-family.
	They all toast. Everyone drinks silently for a few beats.
	TARA: [To BRI] So what happened?
	BRI: We fought the same fight we always fight. With the same words.
	TARA: Life’s a script and then you die.
	BRI: Yep.
	GEORGE: Which script?
	BRI: Tonight we performed our favourite farce: She Wants Kids and I Don’t.
	GEORGE: Doesn’t sound very funny.
	BRI: It’s not.
	GEORGE: [interrupts] Hey!
	JASMINE: What the…?
	FINN: Fuck!
	BRI: And she’s been seeing a fertility acupuncturist behind my back.
	TARA: Louse!
	JASMINE: What does that even do?
	JASMINE: Right.
	TARA: Well that’s an assumptive close.
	FINN: Yeah! On the way to the IVF clinic.
	JASMINE: Babies cancel out politics for some people.
	BRI: Babies aren’t KeepCups! We can’t just go down to Alfalfa and pick one up. Besides, she doesn’t even want to adopt. She has her heart set on a little DNA dropping she can play narcissistic Barbies with. And I don’t want to IVF or adopt. I just don...
	GEORGE: Right.
	BRI: It’s just so shit.
	FINN: I know.
	BRI holds back tears.
	JASMINE: Ever.
	BRI: Thanks guys. [Beat] I think I need to get some sleep.
	JASMINE: Fair enough hon.
	JASMINE squeezes BRI’s knee.
	BRI: I walked out without my toothbrush. Do you have any floss?
	JASMINE shakes her head. BRI looks at the other women.
	GEORGE: No.
	TARA: Nope.
	FINN: Sorry.
	BRI: What’s wrong with you guys? Don’t you know you need to floss?
	GEORGE: I pull coconut oil.
	BRI: Of course you do.
	TARA: You know it’s not scientifically proven.
	BRI: What isn’t?
	TARA: There’s absolutely no evidence that flossing contributes to gum health.
	FINN: You can use my toothbrush.
	BRI: No thanks.
	FINN: You’ll drink my tea, what’s the difference?
	BRI: You don’t scrub your tongue with your tea.
	FINN: What’s wrong with my tongue?
	JASMINE: There’s absolutely nothing wrong with your tongue.
	JASMINE winks at FINN.
	BRI: Cut it out, you two.
	BRI: I was. I am. Night everyone.
	BRI kisses everyone goodnight. Gives TARA a tight hug.
	BRI: I hope you’re okay, Tara.
	TARA: I hope you are too.
	GEORGE: Who was that?
	TARA: [Ignores GEORGE] Where’d you get this mattress? It’s so good!
	FINN: On the street.
	TARA and GEORGE: [In unison] Ew.
	JASMINE: We cleaned it.
	TARA: How?
	FINN: Glenn 20 and sunlight.
	TARA: That’s not cleaning you weirdos. I hope I don’t get bed bugs.
	FINN: Fuck off, Tara. We don’t have bed bugs.
	TARA: I want to get under the covers.
	FINN: That was a quick turnaround.
	JASMINE: Finn, be nice.
	GEORGE: I don’t get it. What do you mean they didn’t have sheets?
	GEORGE: In summer?
	TARA: What summer?
	GEORGE: Gross! That means you have to wash the doona more often.
	FINN: And I hate putting the doona cover back on. It’s so hard.
	JASMINE: It’s not that hard!
	FINN: You definitely need to get out more.
	GEORGE: Hey!
	JASMINE: Were you in love with Camille?
	GEORGE: I don’t think so.
	JASMINE: You crawled inside a warm doona together, does it get more vaginal?
	GEORGE: We were, like, eight.
	JASMINE: So? I first fell in love when I was four.
	GEORGE: Who was she?
	JASMINE: She used to walk our dogs.
	JASMINE: I was four! And I was in love with her.
	GEORGE: Huh.
	GEORGE: You still wore nappies when you were four?
	JASMINE: Slow learner.
	GEORGE: Yeah but when did you really fall in love with a woman?
	JASMINE: What do you mean?
	GEORGE: Like, when did you come out?
	GEORGE: Fine, then tell me about the first woman you brought home?
	JASMINE: Um, well… Actually… It was…
	GEORGE: What?
	FINN: This.
	GEORGE: What?
	FINN: Hanging out in bed.
	GEORGE: Really?
	JASMINE: Or smoking?
	FINN: …Or whatever, you mess with your ability to sleep.
	GEORGE: Where did you guys fuck?
	FINN: On the floor.
	GEORGE: Always?
	FINN: She insisted.
	TARA: You know, I always thought sex was allowed in the sleep hygiene thing. Sex and slumber.
	FINN: She was an extremist.
	GEORGE: And what would your ex-girlfriend say to Proust?
	FINN: Nothing. She doesn’t speak French.
	GEORGE: Ha ha. Very funny.
	TARA: Isn’t Proust dead?
	GEORGE: It was hypothetical, Tara.
	JASMINE: Proust spoke some English didn’t he?
	FINN: Nah he didn’t.
	JASMINE: Then how did he translate Ruskin?
	GEORGE: Help.
	JASMINE: Really? I’m going to google it.
	JASMINE reaches for TARA’s phone.
	TARA: [quickly snatches her phone back from JASMINE] Don’t google it!
	GEORGE: Answer the question, Finn. What would your sleep-extremist ex-lover have said to Proust? I want to know!
	FINN: She likely would’ve feared for Proust’s quality of sleep, but would have acknowledged that Remembrance of Things Past was worth any insomnia Proust might have suffered. Satisfied?
	GEORGE: Hmm.
	JASMINE: In Search of Lost Time.
	FINN glares at JASMINE
	JASMINE: What? It’s the more literal translation.
	JASMINE and FINN look to GEORGE to adjudicate.
	GEORGE: She’s right.
	JASMINE: See?
	GEORGE: What do you mean she slept on sake bottles?
	TARA: Yeah, and each night she’d peel back her mattress and drink.
	GEORGE: But then…
	TARA: Nah, she’d always replace the bottles she drank.
	FINN: It doesn’t sound safe. What if they smashed?
	JASMINE: Safety is your problem with this story?
	JASMINE: Tara, I still want to know what happened tonight.
	GEORGE: Something happened, Tara?
	TARA is silent so FINN answers for her again.
	FINN: Her date was less… err… magical than yours. From what I gather.
	FINN: You wanna move out soon?
	JASMINE: No.
	FINN: Then what’s it matter?
	JASMINE: Can you at least not smoke in bed?
	TARA: I didn’t really feel like going back to his place but I caved.
	JASMINE: Oh, shit.
	GEORGE: Why?
	TARA: Because he could hold a conversation.
	GEORGE: Uh huh.
	JASMINE: Persistent how?
	JASMINE: You got in his car?
	TARA: I know. I’m an idiot.
	JASMINE: I didn’t say that. This is not your fault.
	TARA: Anyway, don’t get too worried. It’s not that bad.
	JASMINE: It’s bad enough already.
	JASMINE: Fuck. Coercion is not a flow!
	TARA: He had his clothes off before we were even fully in the door.
	GEORGE: Shit.
	FINN: What did you do?
	GEORGE: Hydrangeas?
	FINN: Forget the hydrangeas, what happened next?
	JASMINE: Oh God.
	FINN: You climbed out the window?
	JASMINE: You got out.
	GEORGE: We all have windows we wish we’d climbed out of.
	FINN: Sometimes there are no windows.
	The four women are silent for a few beats.
	TARA: He hasn’t stopped texting.
	JASMINE: Oh shit.
	TARA: I didn’t give him my number. I have no idea how he got it.
	GEORGE: What the fuck?
	JASMINE: So what’s the arsehole been texting?
	TARA looks back down at her phone.
	GEORGE:  Bordel de merde, quel encule!
	FINN: How many messages is that?
	TARA: Twelve.
	FINN: Jesus.
	JASMINE: We have to go to the police.
	TARA: Hell no.
	FINN: But we have to do something.
	TARA: I just want to forget about it.
	GEORGE: I’ll call Freddy. We’ll find this guy.
	TARA: No! No Freddy. I can ignore him. He’ll get bored eventually.
	FINN: But… you have the texts, this is totally harassment, maybe you could get an AVO?
	TARA: I highly doubt I could get an AVO, even if I could… AVOs just make men angry. I’m safer avoiding him.
	Hugs GEORGE and kisses her on the cheek.
	TARA looks injured.
	FINN: Sorry Tara, you know I mean queer women.
	JASMINE: Tell him you’ll meet him.
	TARA: What?
	JASMINE: Write back and tell him you’ll meet him.
	TARA: No way!
	JASMINE: Yes way.
	TARA: You’re not going all Ellen Page on me are you?
	JASMINE: Ellen Page?
	TARA: You know, Hard Candy.
	JASMINE: Oh yeah. Nope. Hated that film.
	TARA: Me too.
	JASMINE: I know.
	TARA: So what exactly do you have in mind, Jas?
	JASMINE: Are you ready for some consciousness raising?
	TARA: You can’t be serious?
	JASMINE: I’m always serious.
	TARA: What are you trying to do?
	JASMINE: If we don’t explain consent to him, who do you think will?
	JASMINE: We might get through to him. You never know.
	GEORGE: Unlikely.
	GEORGE: Jasmine, Finn’s right, you’re being idealistic.
	JASMINE: You’re calling me idealistic?
	GEORGE: I am.
	JASMINE: You suggested a fucking bed-in!
	TARA: So not happening!
	GEORGE: … Reckless and futile.
	JASMINE: Well, at the very least, it’ll take his power away.
	TARA: How?
	JASMINE: By showing him you won’t put up with his bullshit.
	TARA: It could make him more angry.
	JASMINE shakes her head.
	JASMINE: I know what I’m doing. I know I can handle this dickhead.
	FINN: You can’t possibly know that. Please stop this. Come back to bed.
	JASMINE: [To TARA] Give me your phone. Let me text him.
	JASMINE tries to grab the pone from TARA’s hand. TARA resists. The two start to wrestle for the phone.
	TARA: Jasmine.
	JASMINE: Come on!
	TARA: You’re absurd.
	JASMINE: Trust me.
	Mid-wrestle TARA eventually throws the phone to FINN to keep it away from JASMINE. The two friends disentangle.
	TARA: Trust me. This isn’t what I need.
	JASMINE: I wanna… I wanna… do something!
	FINN: Don’t you see, Jas? There isn’t anything we can do.
	JASMINE: I’m just so angry.
	TARA: And I’m not ready for anger. Just be here.
	JASMINE and TARA stare at each other.
	JASMINE: I’m here.
	GEORGE and FINN: We’re all here.
	JASMINE: Always.
	TARA: I know.
	BLACKOUT.
	End ACT ONE.
	ACT TWO
	SCENE ONE
	Later that morning (11am-ish) in the same share-house bedroom in Sydney, 2016.
	BRI: There was this litter of feral kittens wandering around in the street.
	GEORGE: Where?
	TARA: Why just two claws? Was it a humanoid kitten?
	BRI: I could only see the front paws but I dunno… the back paws were probably claws too.
	GEORGE: I miss Meow-sy.
	JASMINE: George, don’t start.
	JASMINE: What?
	JASMINE: Cute.
	TARA: Yeah, I thought so too but…
	JASMINE: But…?
	JASMINE: So…?
	TARA: So they pulled out an EFTPOS machine.
	GEORGE: Seven letter word for appease?
	JASMINE: What’s wrong with that?
	BRI: [Suggestively] Suck.
	GEORGE: Seven letters, you brat.
	JASMINE: It messed with your nostalgia?
	BRI: Suck-up?
	GEORGE: That’s only six, can you count?
	TARA: Yes, it messed with my nostalgia.
	BRI pokes her tongue out at FINN
	TARA: It just made me so… sad.
	GEORGE: Narrow waterway?
	BRI: Drain?
	GEORGE: Nah six letters.
	TARA: Yeah.
	JASMINE: Was it any good?
	BRI: We’re pretty sure it was Solo.
	GEORGE: So it wasn’t even home-made? That is depressing.
	FINN: Strait!
	GEORGE smiles at FINN and scribbles it down on her newspaper.
	BRI looks queasy.
	TARA groans.
	TARA: One more lesbian joke and I’m moving out.
	BRI: Can I have your room?
	GEORGE: Four-letter word for pen? What is it, what is it? “stylo,” in English?
	JASMINE: Biro?
	GEORGE: Yes! [goes to write it down] Putain! Doesn’t fit. Starts with C.
	FINN: Oh, cage.
	GEORGE: Yes!
	BRI: Damn! How did I not get that?
	BRI: I’ll delve into your homo-nym.
	GEORGE grins at BRI.
	BRI: Whatever, Finn.
	GEORGE: Spring vegetable… 9 letters, starting with A.
	BRI: Aubergine?
	GEORGE: Nah it’s a fruit!
	BRI: You’re a fruit.
	FINN: Asparagus?
	GEORGE: Lemme check… yes!
	BRI: A what now?
	TARA: Did it?
	JASMINE: Her pee stank.
	FINN: How do you know all this crap?
	GEORGE ignores FINN and considers her crossword.
	TARA: Why forty-four days?
	JASMINE: Some sort of asparagus marketing voodoo I guess.
	BRI: Really?
	BRI: Untraceable.
	JASMINE: Apart from the pee.
	GEORGE: Yeah but apparently not everyone’s pee stinks.
	TARA: Is that so?
	BRI: There you go. So Jas’s ex was one of the lucky ones.
	GEORGE: Vanquish or desire, 5 letters.
	FINN: Crush.
	GEORGE: [to FINN] You’re good at this.
	JASMINE: She reads the thesaurus on the toilet.
	TARA: You’re so strange, Finn.
	TARA: Right.
	JASMINE: Sometimes I get so depressed on the toilet.
	GEORGE: Why?
	BRI: Jeez, Jas. You’re dreary.
	FINN: Don’t get her started on yo-yos.
	GEORGE: I really like pooing at work.
	BRI: Huh?
	BRI laughs.
	BRI: So you’re a capitalist after all?
	FINN: Crapitalist!
	GEORGE, BRI and FINN laugh.
	FINN: Speaking of shit, the barman last night told that really shit vegan joke.
	GEORGE: Which one?
	FINN: Tom.
	GEORGE: No, not which barman, which joke?
	FINN: You know the one… it goes: How can you tell if a vegan is at your barbeque?
	GEORGE: How?
	FINN: Oh don’t worry, they’ll fucking tell you.
	BRI: Eh. That one.
	GEORGE: How did he even know? He, like, only sells chips.
	JASMINE leans over and kisses FINN on the shoulder.
	FINN: Yeah… I think I’m going to get it tattooed.
	GEORGE: Vegan?
	FINN: Dyke!
	TARA: Why?
	FINN: Because of fucking female hipsters.
	TARA laughs.
	TARA: You know Sale of the Century reckons hipsters don’t exist.
	GEORGE: What?
	TARA: The douche from last night. He said: How can they exist if no one wants to identify as one?
	JASMINE: So the creep-bag thinks he’s a philosopher does he?
	GEORGE: And this was the supposed pleasant conversation you spoke of?
	BRI: Hipster talk if ever I heard it.
	TARA: Totally. So I said: ‘I do’.
	JASMINE: Nice one.
	GEORGE: Do you?
	FINN: I’m not so sure about that.
	JASMINE: Nah, it’s brilliant.
	GEORGE: What did he do?
	TARA: Changed the subject.
	GEORGE: Of course he did.
	TARA: How can you argue they don’t exist when they’re fucking everywhere?
	BRI: Yeah! They’re like crabs.
	BRI scratches her groin. The women laugh at her and roll their eyes.
	TARA laughs begrudgingly.
	GEORGE shrugs. TARA smiles.
	BRI: Not yet.
	BRI: I bet I know who that is…
	GEORGE: Yeah…
	FINN: And? What’s her name? You didn’t even get up to that part last night.
	GEORGE: Alice.
	BRI: Who the fuck is Alice?
	GEORGE: What?
	TARA: You know what the better question is? Who the fuck is Sally?
	BRI: Sally?
	TARA: You quoted the fucking song!
	FINN: Well?
	GEORGE: Yeah, she’s… intoxicating…
	JASMINE: But?
	GEORGE: I’m not sure.
	FINN: You seemed pretty sure last night.
	GEORGE: I just looked at her profile again. It says she’s non-monogamous.
	BRI: That’s excellent!
	BRI: But it’s honest. And it’s ethical.
	GEORGE: I know, I know, I just don’t feel like I could like two people at once.
	BRI: That’s bullshit.
	GEORGE: It’s not.
	BRI: You know it is.
	BRI stares GEORGE down. Their chemistry is palpable.
	FINN: No! I can’t bear that rubbish.
	GEORGE: Finn, your third eye is closed, and quite frankly it’s doing my head in.
	FINN: Give me a fucking break, George.
	GEORGE: Tue s bête comme tes pieds.
	JASMINE laughs.
	FINN: What did you say?
	GEORGE: It’s just a bit of fun, Finn. Come on, let me read yours.
	JASMINE: You can read mine.
	GEORGE: What are you again?
	BRI: You haven’t got everyone’s horoscope mapped yet? I’m disappointed in you.
	JASMINE: Leo.
	FINN: Okay, fine. I’m Virgo.
	TARA: Do me. Gemini.
	FINN: Jesus. Fucking. Christ.
	GEORGE: What?
	BRI: [Snatches the paper] What are you, George?
	GEORGE: Pisces.
	FINN: Well, that was fucked up.
	GEORGE: What was fucked up?
	JASMINE: Come on, it’s just rubbish.
	FINN: Yeah well. [Grumbles]
	GEORGE: What was fucked up?
	BRI: Hey, George, when did you come out?
	GEORGE: Why?
	BRI: I figure you’re not really friends with someone until you know their coming-out story.
	TARA: An ex of mine used to say you’re not really friends with someone until you’ve climbed a fence with them.
	BRI: Pffft. ‘Tomboy foolery.’ Conquering a closet is a far more important feat than simply scaling a fence.
	TARA: Metaphorically similar terrain?
	BRI: Sure, if there’s a narrative embedded in the fence and it’s not just a display of physical prowess.
	GEORGE: Shut up Tara, I didn’t come out over Camille. I came out when I was eighteen.
	TARA: Wow, that’s late.
	GEORGE: I love that eighteen is considered late now.
	TARA: [Suddenly curious as to what a less fluid identity narrative looks like takes over from BRI as the interlocutor on the topic] But when did you know?
	GEORGE: When did you know you were straight?
	TARA: How many times do I have to tell you I’m not?
	GEORGE: Have you ever been with women?
	TARA: I’ve been with women, but I don’t even see that as the point. You’ve been with men right? That doesn’t make you bi.
	GEORGE: What is the point then?
	TARA: How I feel about women. And men.
	GEORGE: And how do you feel?
	TARA: Why won’t you just answer my question? When did you know?
	TARA: Huh…
	TARA: Don’t be so bi-phobic, George.
	TARA: You really wanna tell a bisexual woman of colour she has passing privilege?
	TARA: Jesus, George, you’ve only lived with me a few months.
	GEORGE: Well, I just got that impression.
	GEORGE: That’s not what I meant.
	TARA’s phone beeps. TARA looks at her phone. TARA sighs heavily.
	JASMINE: Tara!
	TARA: Don’t even start, Jas, it’s a different douche.
	JASMINE: Oh well, that’s okay then. If a different jerk is harassing you.
	JASMINE: Stupid hair?
	TARA: You know, the one with the cowlick?
	JASMINE: Oh yeah, what happened with him again?
	JASMINE: So what’s he want now?
	JASMINE: Oh gross.
	GEORGE: Vino? Really?
	BRI: Jeez, can’t a dude take a ghost for an answer?
	TARA: Nah, Newport.
	JASMINE: Ewww! A guy from the Northern Beaches? No way.
	FINN: I’m surprised a guy from Newport knows where Surry Hills is.
	JASMINE: Yeah, I didn’t think his sort crossed the bridge.
	TARA: He doesn’t.
	JASMINE: He doesn’t?
	GEORGE: Or both dick and fuck at once? Dick plus duck equals fuck?
	JASMINE: Yeah, it’s Beaches-boy maths.
	JASMINE: You say that every Sunday.
	JASMINE looks anxious and FINN looks a little shirty.
	GEORGE: You mean you’re going to date women exclusively now?
	FINN:  Um, because you’re attracted to them.
	TARA: Yeah, well, maybe I don’t want to be anymore.
	FINN: It doesn’t really work like that.
	TARA: How would you know?
	FINN: Fair call... I’m just… worried is all.
	TARA: About what?
	TARA: What the fuck are you talking about?
	FINN: I’m talking about… I just, I hate what your sexuality swings do to Jas.
	TARA: Excuse me?
	JASMINE: Finn shut up.
	FINN: Jasmine.
	TARA: No, Finn. Don’t shut up. What do you mean, what my ‘sexuality swings’ do to Jasmine?
	GEORGE: You’re Catholic?
	JASMINE: Finn! Seriously! Stop.
	TARA: No, Jasmine, you stop. I want to hear this.
	FINN: Well, it’s just that Jasmine…
	JASMINE sees she has to say it or FINN will.
	JASMINE: Finn. [FINN stops] Tara I… [Beat]
	FINN and BRI wait to hear what they hope/know is coming. TARA is starting to twig onto what’s happening but wants to hear JASMINE say it. She’s furious and won’t make this easy for her. GEORGE, who doesn’t know about JASMINE and TARA’s history, is con...
	TARA: Yeah?
	JASMINE: I still love you.
	TARA: You what now?
	FINN: Oh come on, Tara, it’s fucking obvious.
	GEORGE: [Whispers to BRI] Oh, right, shit… [BRI nods]
	TARA: Why didn’t I see this?
	GEORGE: [Whispers to BRI] Why didn’t I see this?
	FINN: You didn’t want to.
	TARA: That’s not quite true, Finn.
	JASMINE: I’m sorry.
	TARA: Why didn’t you tell me?
	JASMINE: I am now.
	TARA: Cos Finn made you.
	TARA: Fuck you, Jasmine! You ended it. I wanted to stay together.
	This is news to FINN. She looks confused.
	JASMINE: I know.
	TARA: You… It took me five years to get over you… and now you…
	JASMINE: I’m sorry.
	TARA: I thought I wasn’t…
	JASMINE: [Softly] Wasn’t what?
	TARA: Wasn’t dyke enough for you.
	TARA: What?
	JASMINE: Make it.
	TARA: But that means our forever… it’s… fraudulent. And our friendship… it’s built on a lie.
	JASMINE: A fear.
	TARA: No better.
	JASMINE: I’m sorry.
	JASMINE: I don’t know what else to say.
	TARA: Here I was, being made to feel like I was the homophobe, when you were concealing love inside a faux-friendship like the most clichéd, pseudo-straight, closet case ever.
	JASMINE: That’s not fair.
	TARA: And not giving us a chance was fair, was it?
	JASMINE: I suppose I just thought…
	JASMINE: You know I loved you. You know I love you.
	BRI: Should we…?
	GEORGE: Go?
	JASMINE: I didn’t realise it was so hard for you... You…
	TARA: I what?
	JASMINE: You don’t date that many women, I kinda thought you preferred men.
	JASMINE: Sorry.
	TARA: So you should be.
	JASMINE: Okay.
	TARA: You wanna know why I’m reticent to date women?
	JASMINE: Why?
	TARA: Because of all the fucking shit that men put me through.
	JASMINE: That sounds counter-intuitive.
	TARA: I just hate the idea I could maybe make women feel that way. I don’t ever wanna objectify women. And I won’t if I date men. I do love women. Just as much as men. Maybe more. Do you get it? I really am bisexual. We exist. I exist. You weren’t a h...
	JASMINE: Yeah… I…
	JASMINE: It’s not. Candles don’t cancel out friendship.
	TARA: I thought you trusted me.
	JASMINE: I do.
	TARA: You clearly don’t.
	JASMINE: What are we supposed to do now?
	TARA: I don’t know.
	JASMINE: We’ll be okay?
	TARA: You pull the rug out from under every foot I have here, and then I’m supposed to tell you it’ll be okay?
	JASMINE: But?
	TARA: I need to go for a walk.
	JASMINE: Should I come with you?
	TARA: No.
	JASMINE: Okay.
	JASMINE: Fuck!
	BRI: Are you okay?
	JASMINE: I don’t know. I should go after her, right?
	BRI: No, leave her. She needs time to process.
	JASMINE: But…
	BRI: Just leave her.
	GEORGE: Should we, um, have a drink or something?
	JASMINE: That sounds good.
	GEORGE: I’ll go see what’s in the fridge.
	BRI: I’ll help you go see what’s in the fridge.
	BRI and GEORGE leave to find drinks.
	JASMINE: Why did you make me do that?
	FINN: Jas, you needed to.
	JASMINE: Why now?
	FINN: I saw a segue.
	JASMINE: Oh you saw a segue, did you? Fuck you.
	JASMINE: I didn’t want to do that.
	JASMINE: Telling the truth when it matters.
	FINN: This matters.
	FINN: You weren’t making it.
	JASMINE: Why did you want this so much?
	JASMINE: But what if she doesn’t come back?
	FINN: Jasmine, she lives here.
	JASMINE: That’s not what I meant.
	GEORGE:  Beer?
	JASMINE: Yep.
	FINN: Thanks.
	JASMINE: To truth and… uncertainty.
	ALL: To truth and uncertainty.
	JASMINE: Pardon.
	FINN: Gross, Jas.
	JASMINE: I can’t help it. I’m super gassy when I’m anxious.
	JASMINE sighs.
	GEORGE: Do you want us to clear out?
	JASMINE: No. Stay. Tell me something funny.
	BRI: What did the lesbian vampire say to the other lesbian vampire?
	JASMINE: What?
	BRI: I’ll see you next month.
	JASMINE: Heard it.
	GEORGE: I don’t get it.
	FINN: What’s to get?
	FINN: George, really?
	GEORGE: Oh… Wait, shouldn’t it be twice a month?
	BRI: Not if they’re in sync.
	BRI: They’re supernatural.
	JASMINE: Shit!
	FINN: What?
	JASMINE: I forgot. We have yoga.
	FINN: We do too.
	JASMINE: We can’t go.
	FINN: Yes we can.
	JASMINE: No, we can’t.
	FINN: It’s probably just what we need.
	JASMINE: But we’ve been drinking.
	FINN: I won’t tell yogi Paul if you don’t.
	JASMINE and FINN hurry to find mats and shoes etc.
	JASMINE: You guys wanna come?
	JASMINE: Right… Bri?
	FINN: Okay, see-ya!
	JASMINE and FINN exit.
	GEORGE: Fuck!
	BRI: I know.
	GEORGE: Fuck!
	BRI: I know.
	GEORGE: But fuck?
	BRI: I know.
	GEORGE: But, but, fuck!
	BRI: Yeah, that one’s been brewing for a while.
	GEORGE: But, fuck!
	BRI: Yeah, I know.
	GEORGE: And now they’re just going to go to yoga?
	BRI: George, I know.
	KELLY: Hey, you must be the new flatmate?
	GEORGE: Yes… Hi?
	KELLY: Kelly.
	GEORGE: Oh right. Hi. George.
	KELLY: Is Bri here?
	GEORGE: [Turns back to the bedroom] Bri… Kelly’s here.
	BRI comes into the corridor.
	BRI: What are you doing here?
	KELLY: What are you doing here?
	GEORGE: I’ll, ah, give you guys some space.
	GEORGE leaves the house.
	The women smile sadly at each other.
	BRI: Stop, I don’t want to do this.
	KELLY: I don’t know how to look into your eyes without wanting to kiss you.
	BRI: Then don’t look at me.
	KELLY: I don’t want to live in a world where I can’t look at you.
	BRI: Oh please, don’t make me vomit.
	KELLY: I mean it. I didn’t sleep last night. All I could do was think about you. About us. I don’t want to break up. Ever. I want to know you forever. I want to know what books you hate and why. I want to see which parts of movies make you laugh. I wa...
	KELLY gets down on one knee, takes a ring from her pocket and presents it to BRI.
	KELLY: Brianna Meredith Charlton, I’ve loved you since the moment you eye-fucked me at the radical bookstore. I want to walk this path with you. I want to walk every path with you. I want to take you home and call you my home. Please, will you marry me?
	BRI is frozen with disbelief for a few beats.
	KELLY: Say something.
	BRI: I can’t believe this.
	KELLY: You like it? It was my great-aunt’s. I always thought it would look beautiful on you. Come on, put it on.
	BRI: What the fuck is wrong with you? Who are you? And who do you imagine I am?
	KELLY realises she’s failed and stands up.
	KELLY: Don’t be so unromantic.
	BRI: What’s romantic about an institution that’s premised on ownership?
	BRI: None of those are words that I associate with marriage.
	KELLY: Can I come in?
	BRI: Are you listening to me?
	BRI: I think we covered everything last night. Again.
	KELLY: Please.
	KELLY: I thought you’d come round.
	BRI: You thought you’d wear me down. You’re like… the Nice Guy of breeding.
	BRI: I thought cohabitating was a compromise.
	KELLY: Come on, Bri, no one regrets having a child.
	BRI: No, no one admits they regret having a child.
	KELLY: I just wanted you — want you — so much.
	BRI: Just what, Kel?
	KELLY: Just… be a cool grown up figure.
	KELLY: What are your plans?
	BRI: Do we really have to do this again?
	KELLY: We don’t have to have the fight if you just come home.
	BRI: I am home. This is my home.
	KELLY: Why do you want to be here?
	BRI: Because I want to be queer and resistant. Because I know who these women are and they know who I am. I found my way back. I’m like… the prodigal dyke. And I’m not going to make the same mistake twice.
	KELLY: But I do know who you are. And we can have all that and more. We can be queer and resistant and have a kid.
	BRI: Don’t be so naïve. You can’t just queer this.
	KELLY: I can. I will.
	KELLY: This is the queer life that makes sense to me. I can see myself in this life.
	KELLY: Bri… I pictured you in…
	KELLY: [KELLY attempts to turn BRI on] Can’t you improvise?
	BRI: Not this scene.
	KELLY: I’ve just always wanted this, Bri.
	BRI: Examine that.
	KELLY: Okay, you’re right, scratch choice. You know what? This isn’t a choice for me. This is part of who I am.
	BRI: What do you mean?
	KELLY: I want kids in the same way I’m a lesbian, in the same way I’m a feminist. I can’t just take it out of me. I’ve always wanted this. And I know you’ll say that’s what I’ve been socialised to want and I can’t change how you perceive it… if you th...
	BRI: You are so much more than this.
	KELLY: If I were straight, would you try and convince me to be gay for you?
	BRI: No, of course not.
	KELLY: This is me. I’m a person who wants to raise children.
	BRI: And this is me. I’m a person who doesn’t want to raise children.
	Beat.
	KELLY: How are we going to do this?
	BRI: Leave each other alone.
	BRI: I don’t know.
	KELLY: What don’t you know?
	BRI: Whether I even want a lover who has a kid.
	KELLY: Bri, please, I don’t want a life that hasn’t got you in it.
	BRI: We can probably be friends, if you give me a bit of time.
	KELLY: I want you though. We’re not friends.
	KELLY: Bri.
	KELLY: I didn’t want to lose you.
	BRI: You just wanted to change me.
	KELLY: Only a little.
	BRI: If you change me you lose me.
	KELLY: Please just come back.
	BRI: I can’t.
	KELLY: You won’t.
	BRI: I won’t.
	They share a kiss goodbye, full of sorrow and longing.
	KELLY leaves.
	BLACKOUT.
	SCENE TWO
	GEORGE: I bought some coconut ice cream. Want some?
	BRI: How did you know?
	GEORGE: So, how did you go?
	BRI: We’re really over.
	GEORGE: You must feel… liberated?
	BRI: I find it difficult to feel clichés.
	GEORGE: It’s a word Bri, not a cliché.
	BRI: It’s reductive.
	GEORGE signals her apology with a hand placed on BRI’s shoulder.
	GEORGE: You can’t know it won’t be.
	GEORGE: How do you know?
	GEORGE: You don’t get to know better.
	FINN and JASMINE return from yoga looking sweaty and dishevelled. They look equal parts annoyed and amused to see their doona has come to life.
	FINN: What’s going on here?
	The doona buttons open and GEORGE emerges giggling, then BRI.
	JASMINE: So the doona game absolutely isn’t foreplay huh?
	GEORGE: We were just larking.
	JASMINE: Sure you were. Mind ‘larking’ with your own doona in future?
	GEORGE laughs off JASMINE’s reprimands.
	JASMINE: Has Tara come back yet?
	BRI: Kelly came round though.
	FINN: Shit! Bri, what happened?
	BRI: You first, you two look dreadful.
	JASMINE: Cheers.
	FINN: Bri, tell us what happened?
	BRI: Seriously, you first.
	FINN: We just… we have to find a new yoga class.
	GEORGE: Why?
	JASMINE: Cos the skeezy-arse yoga instructor...
	FINN: Offered to give us private lessons.
	BRI: Ugh.
	JASMINE: Private tantric sex lessons.
	GEORGE: Fucking hell!
	FINN: He told us he thinks we’re ready.
	BRI: Both of you?
	GEORGE: I hate men who think lesbianism is a kink.
	BRI: Shit, it’s been a great weekend for unwanted advances.
	BRI: Yeah right, and bears shit in bathrooms.
	JASMINE: Okay, okay. Anyway, tell me what happened, Bri.
	BRI sits silently.
	FINN: What did she say?
	BRI: We kissed goodbye.
	FINN: And…?
	FINN: She’s really going to do it?
	BRI: I think so.
	JASMINE: Damn.
	GEORGE: Maybe she’ll come round?
	GEORGE: Why?
	FINN: Instead she’s going to miss out on everything.
	JASMINE: Another queer bites the dust.
	BRI: She also proposed.
	FINN: Proposed what?
	BRI glares, unwilling to spell it out.
	FINN: She didn’t!
	BRI: Had a ring and everything.
	JASMINE: Can I see it?
	BRI: Ew. I didn’t touch it.
	GEORGE: What a manipulative donkey.
	FINN: How on earth did she think that would work on you?
	FINN: That’s for sure. I never trusted her.
	BRI: You got along.
	JASMINE: Yeah, I reckon those tears over plastic bags were crocodile tears.
	BRI: Don’t be so rough on her.
	FINN: Why aren’t you being rough on her? This is fucked.
	BRI: I’m too tired for indignation.
	GEORGE: What are you going to do?
	GEORGE: I know a great place to buy bamboo toothbrushes.
	GEORGE: Fine, buy whatever toothbrush you want.
	BRI: I didn’t mean to take that out on you. I’m just fragile.
	GEORGE: I get it.
	JASMINE: We’ve got your back. You’ll be okay hon.
	BRI: I know.
	JASMINE: And who knows? You might be able to move in to Tara’s room.
	FINN: Jas.
	BRI smiles sympathetically at JASMINE’s anguish.
	JASMINE: It’s been hours though. Where is she?
	BRI: Seriously, she’ll be back.
	JASMINE: When?
	GEORGE/BRI/FINN: Soon.
	BLACKOUT.


